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Hello Friends,
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Depending on how old you are, you may remember classic television game
shows like "The Dating Game" and "The Love Connection." These shows sought
to connect compatible people and entertain those of us who watched. Here at

Dezel is a wine lover and enthusiast and

www.myvinespot.com, your host Dezel seeks to marry food and wine on the
new “wine blog show” – "The Wine Connection." Generally speaking, food and
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wine pairing can be a match made in heaven, bringing out the best in both
food and wine. It can also be a not-so-pleasant experience, producing off
flavors and bringing out the worst in both food and wine. That said, let’s bring
out the contestants and see how this evening’s pairing goes.
2009 Hunt Country Vineyards Valvin Muscat
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The wine is a Hunt Country Vineyard estate-grown and bottled 2009 Valvin
Muscat ($14.99). The wine hails from the Finger Lakes, NY region where the
variety is still somewhat of a rarity. This white wine hybrid variety was

Friend Dezel on FaceBook
www.facebook.com/dezel

developed by Cornell University, who also developed the Traminette grape
variety that has found some popularity here in Virginia. For me, the Valvin
Muscat is a good example of a “think outside the box wine.” The Muscat grape
family is fairly large and this was my first time experiencing the Valvin variety.
The dish is a chicken kapow that is sautéed with basil, garlic, and chili sauce
and is bedded on string beans. The wine has intense floral aromas with bright
citrus hints and a refreshing and balanced palate with a delicate sprinkling of
fruity sweetness on the medium-length finish. The wine complemented the
dish nicely and the dash of sweetness towards the finish tempered the dish’s
spiciness and the acidity prepped the palate for the next bite of food. I’m
proud to say that we made a wine connection this evening. Have a question
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about this post, friends? Feel free to leave a comment or send me an e-mail at
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myvinespot@yahoo.com, and as always, Happy Sipping! Stay tuned ...more to
come!
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CLICK HERE to visit Hunt Country Vineyard's website.
CLICK HERE to follow Hunt Country Vineyards on Twitter.
CLICK HERE to follow Andy at Hunt County Vineyards on Twitter (Very cool
tweep!!!)
Live, Love, Laugh, Tweet, Sip, Enjoy!
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Happy Sipping Friends - Tell your friends about the blog and thanks for
your support and kind emails !
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“great post! I too remember those
shows...not sure how I feel about that.
:) but being a…”
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Shawn/Wandering Wino commented on
wine connection pairing wine chocolate:
“Man.....I remember both those shows.
Must be a sign of something, I just
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Alan Kinne commented on winechat 28
lets talk about viognier: “Having made
the Horton Viogniers from 1992 through
1998, I will say the early days were…”
winesleuth commented on quick sip la
sirena winery 2008 pirate: “14.7% !
Wow! it's always a surprise to read
about these high alcohol CA wines.
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Anonymous commented on quick sip tr
elliot 2007 queste pinot: “I always like
to have a read about such things, my
blog is related if you want to have a…”
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Anonymous commented on quick sip
glen manor 2010 sauvignon: “What a
very informative site, I have found alot
of very useful information here and
still…”
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Ashleigh and Tiffani commented on
quick sip glen manor 2010 sauvignon:
“So glad we found you! We will be
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